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Republic of the Philippines 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
DIVISION OF EASTERN SAMAR 

Request for Publication of Vacant Positions 

           

To: CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION (CSC)           

           

 We hereby request the publication of the following vacant positions, which are authorized to be filled, at DepEd, Eastern Samar Division in the CSC website:  

        
           

                       JOHN D. ALIDON  
                                 HRMO  
           
                    Date: 12/02/2021  

No. 

Position Title 
(Parenthetica

l Title, if 
applicable) 

Plantilla Item No. 

Sala
ry/ 

Job/ 
Pay 
Grad

e 

 Monthly 
Salary  

Qualification Standards 

Place of 
Assignment Education Training 

Experien
ce 

Eligibility 

Compete
ncy         
(if 

applicabl
e) 

1 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540004-2016 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

2 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540084-2020 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

3 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540085-2020 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

4 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540086-2020 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

5 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540255-2021 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

6 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540256-2021 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

7 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540257-2021 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

8 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540258-2021 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

9 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540259-2021 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



10 Special 
Science 
Teacher I 

OSEC-DECSB-
SPST1-540260-2021 

13             
28,276.00  

Bachelor's degree in a specialized 
field in Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics, or other 
applied courses as identified an 
approved by DOST as priority S&T 
courses 

None 
Required 

None 
Required 

RA 1080 
(Teacher 
Secondary); 
if not RA 
1080 eligible 
they must 
pass the LET 
within 5 
years after 
the date of 
first hiring 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

11 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-
540897-2011 

13              
28,276.00  

Bachelor of Science in Secondary 
Education (BSED) or bachelor's 
degree plus 18 professional units 
in education;  

None 
Required 

2 years 
of 
relevant 
experien
ce 

RA 1080    MATARINAO 
SOF 

12 Teacher III OSEC-DECSB-TCH3-
545859-1998 

13              
28,276.00  

Bachelor of Science in Secondary 
Education (BSED) or bachelor's 
degree plus 18 professional units 
in education;  

None 
Required 

2 years 
of 
relevant 
experien
ce 

RA 1080    MATARINAO 
SOF 

13 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540163-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 
TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 

SPORTS 
TRACK 

none required 
for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

14 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540169-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 
TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 

none required 
for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



SPORTS 
TRACK 

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

15 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540177-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 

TRACK 

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

16 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540178-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

17 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540179-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



SPORTS 
TRACK 

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

18 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540183-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 

TRACK 

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

19 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540180-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

20 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540181-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



SPORTS 
TRACK 

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

21 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540182-2021 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 

TRACK 

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

22 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541452-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK and 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK or 
1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/industry 
work experience 
for ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

23 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540649-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

24 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540675-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

25 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540678-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

26 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540679-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

27 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540680-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

28 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540688-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

29 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540689-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

30 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540690-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

31 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540692-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

32 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540695-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

33 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540696-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

34 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540697-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

35 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540706-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

36 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540713-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

37 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540716-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

38 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
540717-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

39 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541447-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

40 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541458-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

41 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541462-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

42 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541465-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

43 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541491-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

44 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541499-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

45 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541502-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

46 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541507-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

47 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541511-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

48 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541515-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

49 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541520-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

50 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541529-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

51 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541530-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

52 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541546-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

53 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541555-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

54 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541557-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

55 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541559-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

56 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541568-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

57 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541572-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

58 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541573-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

59 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541586-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

60 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541594-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

61 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541595-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

62 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541598-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

63 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541619-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

64 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541620-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

65 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541622-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

66 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541623-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

67 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541627-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

68 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541636-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

69 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541637-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

70 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541637-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

71 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541638-2016 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

72 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541641-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

73 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541642-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 
the 

specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 

relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 
Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

74 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541643-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 
strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 

towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 
for ACADEMIC 

TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 

none required 
for 

ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 

applicants for a 
permanent 

appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 



appropriate to 
the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

(TVL) TRACK 
or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

time only): None 
Required.; 

75 Teacher II OSEC-DECSB-TCH2-
541645-2017 

12             
22,495.00  

Bachelor’s degree with a major in the relevant 

strand/subject; or any bachelor’s degree plus at least 6 units 
towards Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject for 
ACADEMIC TRACK or Bachelors degree with a major in 
field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 
units of specialization in the relevant for ARTS & DESIGN 
TRACK and SPORTS TRACK or Bachelor’s degree holder; 
or a graduate of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of 
specialization for TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 4 
hours of training 
relevant to the 
courses in the 
Track/Strand for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN TRACK 
and SPORTS 
TRACK or At 
least NC II plus 
TMC I 
appropriate to 

the 
specialization for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK;  

none required 

for 
ACADEMIC 
TRACK or 6 
months of 
relevant 
teaching  or 6 
months of 
industry work 
experience for 
TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL 
LIVELIHOOD 
(TVL) TRACK 

or 1 year of 
relevant 
teaching/indus
try work 
experience for 
ARTS & 
DESIGN and 
SPORTS 
TRACK 

applicants for a 

permanent 
appointment: RA 
1080 (Teacher); if not 
RA 1080 eligible, 
they must pass the 
LET within five (5) 
years after the date 
of first hiring; or 
applicants for a 
contractual position: 
None Required; or 
Practitioners (part-
time only): None 

Required.; 

  SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 

76 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-
542669-2012 

11              
23,877.00  

Bachelor of Science in Secondary 
Education (BSED) or bachelor's 
degree plus 18 professional units 
in education;  

None 
Required 

None 
Require
d  

RA 1080   MATARINAO 
SOF 

77 Teacher I OSEC-DECSB-TCH1-
540935-2014 

11              
23,877.00  

Bachelor of Science in Secondary 
Education (BSED) or bachelor's 
degree plus 18 professional units 
in education;  

None 
Required 

None 
Require
d  

RA 1080   SALCEDO VHS 

 
Interested and qualified applicants should signify their interest in writing. Attach the following documents to the application letter and send to the address below not later  
than December 12, 2021. 
 

1. Fully accomplished Pesonal Data Sheet (PDS) with recent passport-sized picture (CS Form No. 212, Revised 2017) which can be downloaded at 
www.csc.gov.ph; 

2. Performance rating in the last rating period (if applicable); 
3. Photocopy of certificate of eligibility/rating/license; and 
4. Photocopy of Transcript of Records. 

 
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS are advised to hand in or send through courier/email their application to: 
 
  H              JOHN D. ALIDON                O   

http://www.csc.gov.ph/


    H                     HRMO-II                        O   
  H      Capitol Site, Borongan City       O   
  H      john.alidon@deped.gov.ph     O   
APPLICATIONS WITH INCOMPLETE DOCUMENTS SHALL NOT BE ENTERTAINED. 


